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Abstract—Connected Components Labeling (CCL) is a funda-
mental task in binary image processing. Since its introduction in
the sixties, several algorithmic strategies have been proposed to
optimize its execution time. Most CCL algorithms in literature,
including the current state-of-the-art, are designed to work on
an input stored with 1-byte per pixel, even if the most memory-
efficient format for a binary input only uses 1-bit per pixel.
This paper deals with connected components labeling on 1-
bit per pixel images, also known as 1bpp or bitonal images.
An existing run-based CCL strategy is adapted to this input
format, and optimized with Find First Set hardware operations
and a smart management of provisional labels, giving birth to
an efficient solution called Bit-Run Two Scan (BRTS). Then,
BRTS is further optimized by merging pairs of consecutive lines
through bitwise OR, and finding runs on this reduced data. This
modification is the basis for another new algorithm on bitonal
images, Bit-Merge-Run Scan (BMRS). When evaluated on a
public benchmark, the two proposals outperform all the fastest
competitors in literature, and therefore represent the new state-
of-the-art for connected components labeling on bitonal images.
Contribution—This paper introduces two new Connected Com-
ponents Labeling algorithms for bitonal images that significantly
improve the state-of-the-art, using Find First Set instructions.
Index Terms—Connected Components Labeling, Binary Image
Processing, Bitonal Images, Algorithms Optimization
I. INTRODUCTION
Connected Components Labeling, or CCL in short, is one
of the most important tasks in binary image processing. It
consists in assigning a unique label — usually an integer
number — to each object, where objects are identified as
connected groups of foreground (non-zero) pixels. Several
image processing and computer vision applications employ
connected components labeling as a pre- or post-processing
step [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Given the importance of the
task, many works have been published in the last two decades
that address its runtime optimization, both for sequential [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12] and parallel architectures [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18].
As regards sequential architectures, the most significant
optimizations have proved to be the two-scan approach [19],
the use of union-find to resolve label equivalences [20],
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Fig. 1. (a) Example rows to be merged into a single one by means of bitwise
OR. The image contains four connected components, which corresponds to
runs after the merge, whose result is reported in (b). (c) Example image with
five rows, that are merged into three rows in (d). Merged runs enclosed in the
red rectangle appear to be connected in (d), but original data in (c) show that
they are not. Best viewed in color.
decision trees [7], [21], the block-based scan mask [22], [23],
[24] and state prediction [25], [26].
The most memory-efficient format for storing binary images
uses only 1 bit for each pixel; these are noted as 1bpp images,
or bitonal images. Systems with limited resources can take the
most advantage from this representation; as an example, the
United States and many more countries adopted the bitonal
format as the legally recognized standard for electronic check
clearing. Working with bitonal images has the advantage of
considerably reducing the amount of memory accesses, wrt
images stored with one byte per pixel. However, the retrieval
of single pixel values requires bitwise operations that impact
on total execution time.
This paper addresses the problem of connected components
labeling on bitonal images. Our work starts from the ob-
servation that the combination of the bitonal image format
with Find First Set instructions allows to efficiently retrieve
consecutive blocks of connected pixels, also known as runs.
Find First Set (FFS), also called Count Leading Zeros, Bit
Scan Forward or Find Leftmost One, is a bitwise operation
that reports the position of the first bit set to 1 in a word,
counting from the least significant bit; this is an especially
efficient operation because it is implemented in hardware on
most recent architectures.
The run-based approach has been applied to CCL before,
by He et al. [27]. Their proposal, denoted as Run-Based Two-
Scan (RBTS), employs the typical two-scan approach, but
considers runs as the elementary units of connected compo-
nents, instead of single pixels or blocks. In this work, RBTS
is modified to work with bitonal input, and improved with
two more optimizations: FFS instructions, and a more efficient
method to store provisional labels. The resulting algorithm is
called Bit-Run Two Scan (BRTS).
Then, we noticed that runs computed on the bitwise OR
between consecutive rows directly correspond to connected
components in the original data (Fig. 1). This observation led
to the design of another new algorithm, Bit-Merge-Run Scan
(BMRS), which finds runs on the bitwise OR between pairs
of rows, also denoted as merged runs. This approach requires
a specific method to check connectivity between merged runs,
but approximately halves the number of runs to be computed.
The two proposals are evaluated on a public benchmark, and
compared to the fastest CCL algorithms available in literature.
Experimental results demonstrate that, when fed with bitonal
input, BRTS and BMRS outperform all the competitors, es-
tablishing the new state-of-the-art for connected components
labeling on bitonal images.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
resumes the most important contributions on connected com-
ponents labeling; the CCL task is detailed in Section III,
alongside a description of the RBTS algorithm; Section IV
illustrates the two new proposals, which are evaluated in
Section V. Finally, in Section VI conclusions are drawn.
II. RELATED WORK
Originally introduced by Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [19], the
labeling of connected components has a very long history, full
of different strategies and proposals. Since its first appearance
in 1966, many works have shown algorithmic solutions to im-
prove runtime efficiency. Traditionally, the two-scan approach
is preferred by the fastest CCL algorithms. In the first scan,
each pixel is assigned a specific temporary label using a mask
of already visited pixels, and possible equivalences between
labels are noted. A representative label is then established
for each connected component, and substituted to provisional
labels in the second scan.
Various methods have been proposed to address the equiv-
alence of labels, among those the most commonly seen in
literature use some variations of union-find. The union-find
data structure, first applied to CCL by Dillencourt et al. [20],
provides two practical procedures for handling equivalence
classes: Find, which takes the representative label of an equiv-
alence class, and Union, which combines two equivalence
classes into one.
After the introduction of union-find, Wu et al. [7] provided
a significant improvement in the form of decision trees, to
reduce the average number of load/store operations during
the first scan of the input image. The resulting algorithm was
called Scan Array-based Union Find, or SAUF in short.
Following a totally different approach, He et al. [27]
published a run-based algorithm, which divides connected
components in chunks of consecutive foreground pixels (runs);
it shares the common two scan structure, but checks connec-
tivity between runs instead of single pixels or blocks. Another
run-based strategy is employed by Light Speed Labeling
(LSL) [10], which combines it with the Selkow’s automaton
to reduce the number of labels, and introduces a line-relative
labeling to simplify equivalence solving.
In 2010, Grana et al. [22] introduced another important
step forward, consisting of a 2×2 block-based approach. The
problem is modeled as a command execution metaphor: the
pixel values in the scan mask make up the rule, which is
linked to a set of equivalent actions in an OR-decision table.
Given the decision table, the algorithm can easily read all
the pixels inside the mask, recognize the rule, and find the
action to be performed in the appropriate column. In [21], a
dynamic programming approach was proposed to convert OR
decision tables into optimal binary decision trees, to minimize
the average number of pixels to be read when selecting the
correct action. The algorithm is called BBDT.
In 2014, He et al. [25] proved that the value of already
inspected pixels during the horizontal mask shift could be
summarized with a finite state machine. In [26], the knowledge
of already tested pixels is combined with the optimal decision
tree used in [7], resulting in a forest of reduced trees, one for
each possible previous pattern, which can be “predicted” in
the current mask shift. The algorithm is thus called PRED.
Following another approach, Bolelli et al. [28] noticed
several equivalent subtrees in the optimal decision tree of [21],
and managed to merge them together, obtaining a significant
reduction in machine code footprint and increasing instruction
cache hit-rate. Because the decision tree was changed into
a more generic Directed Rooted Acyclic Graph, the new
algorithm is denoted as DRAG. The last improvement of de-
cision tree-based algorithms is represented by Spaghetti [29],
where authors managed to combine the block-based mask
with state prediction and code compression: the resulting
algorithm, known as Spaghetti Labeling, was modeled as a
Directed Rooted Acyclic Graph with multiple entry points,
automatically generated without manual intervention.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In the following, the notation Ja, bK indicates the set of all
integers between a and b included:
Ja, bK = [a, b] ∩ Z
Be L = J0, H − 1K × J0,W − 1K a 2D rectangular lattice
of H rows and W columns, and I : L → {0, 1} a binary
image. Pixels with value 0 and 1 are respectively said to be
background (B) and foreground (F):
F(I) = {p ∈ L | I(p) = 1}
B(I) = {p ∈ L | I(p) = 0}
The 8-neighborhood of a pixel p = (pr, pc) is the set
N8(p) = {q ∈ L | max(|pr − qr|, |pc − qc|) ≤ 1},
i.e. the set containing p and the 8 pixels that share a side or
a vertex with it, when viewing them as small black or white
squares.
Two foreground pixels a and b are said to be connected if
there is a path of neighboring foreground pixels linking a to
b or, more formally:
∃{pi ∈ F(I) | p1 = a, pn+1 = b, pi+1 ∈ N8(Pi), i = 1, ..., n}
It is trivial to observe that pixel connectivity is reflexive,
symmetric and transitive, and therefore is an equivalence
relation, which splits F(I) in disjoint equivalence classes, also
known as connected components.
The aim of Connected Components Labeling (CCL) is to
define a function L : L → N0, which assigns a unique label
to each connected component, reserving label 0 for the whole
background.
Most CCL algorithms compute provisional labels for con-
nected components in intermediate steps, before finding the
definitive labels which form the final result L. Let D : N0 →
N0 be the function that associates each provisional label to
the corresponding definitive label. Two provisional labels l
and m are said to be equivalent, l ≡ m, if they correspond to
the same definitive label at the end of the labeling process,
i.e., l ≡ m ⇔ D(l) = D(m). It is easy to observe that
this is another equivalence relation, and therefore provisional
labels can be split into equivalence classes, each identified by
a representative label — usually the lowest one in the class.
Provisional labels are useful to model the common situation in
which two connected regions of the image are initially thought
to be separate CCs. When a connection is eventually found,
the two provisional labels reveal to be equivalent, and their
equivalence classes must be merged into one: this operation
is known as equivalence solving, or label solving. Several
label solving techniques and data structures exist: the most
commonly employed by CCL algorithms are Union-Find (UF),
Union-Find with Path Compression (UFPC) [7], Three Table
Array (TTA) [8], and interleaved Rem algorithm with SPlicing
(RemSP) [30].
Both functions I and L can be represented with multi-
dimensional arrays, usually stored in memory in row-major
order. The datatype chosen for L is usually the 32-bit integer
type, large enough for all the common image sizes. Instead, I
could theoretically use just one bit per pixel, even if the most
common representation of binary images uses one whole byte
per pixel.
A. Run-Based Two-Scan (RBTS)
The first of the two CCL algorithms proposed with this
paper, BRTS, is a special optimization of Run-Based Two-
Scan (RBTS), the run-based algorithm devised by He et al.
in [27], which is described in this section.
As the name suggests, the algorithm is built upon the
concept of run, which is a block of contiguous foreground
pixels in a row of L. It is clear that a run is always a subset
of a connected component, and that each connected component
can be split in a finite set of disjoint runs.
A run starting at pixel p = (r, cs) and ending with pixel
q = (r, ce) is denoted as ρ = r(r, cs, ce). The neighborhood






For ρ = r(r, cs, ce), this corresponds to:
N8(ρ) = Jr − 1, r + 1K× Jcs − 1, ce + 1K ∩ L
Moreover, we define the upper neighborhood of a run as the
part of the neighborhood in the upper row:
N∧8 (ρ) = {r − 1} × Jcs − 1, ce + 1K ∩ L
The RBTS algorithm performs two scans of the input image
I: the first one scans pixels in the raster scan direction,
recording data for each run met, assigning provisional labels
to runs and recording equivalences; then, the second scan
replaces provisional labels with definitive ones.
During the first scan, when a run ρ = r(r, cs, ce) is
found, its upper neighborhood is checked for the presence of
connected runs, already recorded by the algorithm; S(ρ) is
the set of these runs. Three possibilities can arise for S(ρ):
(i) S(ρ) = ∅, ρ is assigned a new provisional label; (ii) S(ρ)
only contains one run σ, the label of σ is also given to ρ;
otherwise, (iii) in the case that S(ρ) contains multiple runs,
all of their labels are merged together, and the representative
one of the resulting equivalence class is finally assigned to ρ.
After the choice of the appropriate label l, the output image
L is updated so that L(p) = l,∀p ∈ ρ.
The second scan replaces the label assigned to each pixel
with the representative for the equivalence class, thus com-
pleting the labeling process. Optionally, this second scan can
be preceded by a flatten operation on the label solver, which
ensures that definitive labels are consecutive [7].
The first scan requires a method for finding the runs in the
upper neighborhood of each new run ρ. In order to accomplish
this, run metadata, consisting in start and end coordinates, are
recorded in a run queue. A run σ = r(r−1, h, t) is connected
to ρ = r(r, s, e) if h ≤ e+1 and t ≥ s−1; therefore, when the
raster scan reaches run ρ = r(r, s, e), any run σ = r(r−1, h, t)
with t < s−1 can no longer be part of the upper neighborhood
of any coming run, and its metadata cease to be useful. As a
consequence, the run queue can be implemented as a circular
buffer of size (W/2 + 2).
Algorithm 1 Runs retrieval algorithm used in BRTS and
BMRS, described as a coroutine. Parameters bits and
bit final are pointers to the start and one past the end of
the current row, and FFS is the FindFirstSet operation. Word
size is assumed to be 64 bits and incrementing a pointer moves
it to the next 64 bits.
1: coroutine FINDNEXTRUN(bits, bit final)




6: . Find first non empty word
7: while FFS(&bitpos, work bits) = 0 do
8: bits← bits+ 1
9: base← base+ 64
10: if bits ≥ bit final then . End of the row
11: return (0xFFFF, 0xFFFF)
12: work bits← ∗bits
13: start← base+ bitpos
14: work bits← ¬work bits ∧ (¬0LL bitpos)
15: . Find ending position
16: while FFS(&bitpos, work bits) = 0 do
17: bits← bits+ 1
18: base← base+ 64
19: if bits = bit final then
20: bitpos← 0
21: work bits← ¬0LL
22: break
23: work bits← ¬(∗bits)
24: end← base+ bitpos
25: work bits← ¬work bits ∧ (¬0LL bitpos)
26: yield (start, end)
IV. METHOD
This paper introduces two new CCL algorithms, specifically
designed for dealing with input in bitonal format, i.e., image I
is stored with only one bit per pixel, occupying approximately
(H ×W )/8 bytes. This is the most memory-efficient way to
store a binary image, and therefore represents a natural choice
of format. The two proposed algorithms are called Bit-Run
Two Scan (BRTS) and Bit-Merge-Run Scan (BMRS). In the
following, bits in a 64-bit word are supposed to be stored with
the leftmost pixel in the least significant bit and the rightmost
one in the most significant one. If the image uses an opposite
convention, one just needs to exchange Find First Set/Bit Scan
Forward instructions with Find Last Set/Bit Scan Reverse ones.
A. Bit-Run Two Scan (BRTS)
This algorithm, as the acronym may suggest, is a special op-
timization of RBTS, which has been described in the previous
section. The basic two-scan structure is inherited, together with























Fig. 2. Examples of connectivity between two foreground pixels belonging
to consecutive rows. Foreground pixels in the upper (u) and lower (d) row
are denoted by 1, and squares filled with diagonal lines pattern are the added
bits in expression u ∨ u  1 and d ∨ d  1. The result of (u ∨ u 
1) ∧ (d ∨ d  1) is non-zero for the three cases in (a), which are indeed
8-connected, and is zero for the two non-connected cases in (b).
for dealing with equivalence between provisional labels. The
main improvement concerns the method to retrieve runs while
scanning the input image, that in this case is stored in bitonal
format.
Start and end position of runs are retrieved by means of
Find First Set (FFS) instructions. Find First Set is a bitwise
operation that, given an unsigned machine word, designates
the position of the least significant bit set to one, counting
from the least significant bit. Most modern CPU instruction
set architectures provide FFS as a hardware operation, making
it an efficient way to find start and end positions of runs. The
run retrieval procedure is detailed in Algorithm 1.
Another optimization wrt RBTS is that provisional labels
are not written in L, until the second scan. Instead, provisional
labels are stored in an additional field of run metadata. In
this way, each label is written in memory only once per run,
instead of once per pixel, during the first scan. The downside
of this approach is increased memory occupancy; in fact, run
metadata must live until the end of the second scan, and so
they cannot be stored in a circular buffer, as in RBTS. Because
the worst case is that of alternate foreground and background
pixels in each row, the maximum number of runs is H ×
(W/2 + 1). Metadata for each run include the the start and
end columns, and the provisional label. For most real world
applications, coordinates can be stored with 16 bits each and
labels require 32 bits, so the total memory requirement for
metadata amounts to H × (W/2 + 1)× 8 ≈ 4HW bytes, the
same as the output image L. Total memory allocation for the
algorithm is summarized in Table I.
The second scan of BRTS writes definitive labels into
L, using the metadata previously saved, and checking the
correspondence between provisional and definitive labels with
the chosen label solving strategy. Differently from RBTS, this
correspondence is only checked once per run, instead of once
per pixel; for this reason, this second scan is faster than that
of RBTS.
B. Bit-Merge-Run Scan (BMRS)
The second proposal of this paper, Bit-Merge-Run Scan
(BMRS), is a modified version of BRTS. In a two-row binary
image I : J0, 1K × J0,W − 1K → {0, 1}, a bitwise OR
between the upper row and lower row yields connected chunks
Algorithm 2 Junction matrix filling algorithm used by BMRS.
Parameters junc and bits are pointers to junction matrix data
and image data; h and w are the image dimensions.
1: procedure FILLJUNCTIONMATRIX(junc, bits, h, w)
2: h merge← (h+ 1)/2
3: data width← (w + 63)/64
4: for i ∈ J0, h merge− 1K do
5: bits u← bits+ data width ∗ (2 ∗ i+ 1)
6: bits d← bits+ data width ∗ (2 ∗ i+ 2)
7: bits dest← junc+ data witdh ∗ i
8: u 0← bits u[0]
9: d 0← bits d[0]
10: bits dest[0]← (u 0 ∨ (u 0 1)) ∧
(d 0 ∨ (d 0 1))
11: for j ∈ J1, data widthK do
12: u← bits u[j]
13: u shl← u 1
14: d← bits d[j]
15: d shl← d 1
16: if bits u[j − 1] ∧ (1 63) then
17: u shl← u shl ∨ 1
18: if bits d[j − 1] ∧ (1 63) then
19: d shl← d shl ∨ 1
20: bits dest[j]← (u ∨ u shl) ∧ (d ∨ d shl)
of foreground pixels (runs) that correspond to connected
components in I: see the example in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b.
The whole idea of BMRS is based on this property. A
bitwise OR is performed for every disjoint pair of consecutive
rows, and the result is saved in the merged input, which
requires approximately HW/16 bytes. Then, runs are found
on the merged bits; these runs will be referred to as merged
runs, in opposition to runs computed directly on the raw input.
Unfortunately, checking connectivity between merged runs
is not as easy as it is for simple runs. See Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d
as an example. The input image has five rows, which result in
three merged rows. Merged runs enclosed in the red rectangle
of Fig. 1d seem to be connected, but the corresponding
connected components are not. Therefore, we need a special
method for checking connectivity between merged runs, which
must take into account the bits of the original image.
Let R(r, cs, ce) = Jr, r + 1K × Jcs, ceK be the merged run
spanning rows r and r + 1 and columns from cs to ce. Two
runs P = R(r, s, e) and Σ = R(r − 2, h, t) must be checked
for connectivity if h ≤ e+1 and t ≥ s−1. If these conditions
are verified, the overlapping segment is delimited between
a = max(s, h) − 1 and b = min(e, t) + 1. Let u and d
be respectively the segments of row r − 1 and r between a
and b:
u = {r − 1} × Ja, bK (1)
d = {r} × Ja, bK (2)
As confirmed by the examples in Fig. 2, runs P and Σ are
Algorithm 3 Inline function used in BMRS for checking if
two merged runs are connected, after having pre-calculated the
junction matrix. Parameter flag bits points to the junction
data between the two lines, s and e mark the starting and
ending coordinates of merged runs overlapping.
1: function ISCONNECTED(flag bits, s, e)
2: s base← s/64
3: s bits← s mod 64
4: if s = e then
5: return flag bits[s base] ∧ (1 s bits)
6: e base← (e+ 1)/64
7: e bits← (e+ 1) mod 64
8: if s base = e base then
9: cutter ← (¬0LL s bits)⊕ (¬0LL e bits)
10: return flag bits[s base] ∧ cutter
11: for i ∈ Js base+ 1, e base− 1K do
12: if flag bits[i] then
13: return true
14: cutter s← ¬0LL s bits
15: cutter e← ¬(¬0LL e bits)
16: if flag bits[s base] ∧ cutter s then
17: return true
18: if flag bits[e base] ∧ cutter e then
19: return true
20: return false
connected iff the following operation gives a non-zero result
f , called junction flag:
f = (u ∨ (u 1)) ∧ (d ∨ (d 1))
Computing junction flags for each pair of runs that may
be connected is expensive; therefore, junction flags are pre-
calculated for all whole row pairs, and stored in the junction
matrix, which occupies as much data as the merged input.
The algorithm for building the junction matrix is described in
Algorithm 2. Then, Algorithm 3 details how junction flags can
be used to determine whether two runs are connected; it basi-
cally takes the segment of the junction matrix corresponding
to their intersection and checks whether it is non-zero.
The first scan of BMRS is very similar to that of BRTS, but
the input data considered by the raster scan consist of merged
rows, instead of the original bitonal image. Connectivity be-
tween the current merged run and merged runs in the previous
row is checked with the method just described.
The second scan of BMRS is more complex than that of
BRTS; in fact, the label of each merged run P must be
assigned to all of its foreground pixels, and this requires
reading the value of all pixels in the rectangle covered by
P , in order to find the foreground.
The memory requirements for both the proposed algorithms
are summarized in Table I.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed algorithms has been eval-



























































































































































































































































































Fig. 3. Average run-time tests with steps in ms (lower is better) on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz with Windows 10.0.17134 (64 bit) OS
and MSVC 19.15.26730 compiler. All algorithms employ the UFPC label solver.
ing framework for Connected Components Labeling written in
C++. YACCLAB contains a large suite of real world datasets,
covering most fields where CCL is usually employed. Experi-
mental results discussed in the following were obtained on an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz with Windows
10.0.17134 (64 bit) OS and MSVC 19.15.26730 compiler. All
the algorithms have been compiled for x64 architecture with
optimizations enabled. YACCLAB includes an implementation
of all the main CCL algorithms published in recent literature,
for comparison with new proposals. BRTS and BMRS have
been compared to RBTS, BBDT, PRED, DRAG and Spaghetti,
all introduced in Section II. Among those, Spaghetti is the
current state-of-the-art. For a fair comparison, each algorithm
is provided with input data in its preferred format, i.e., 1-bit-
per-pixel for BRTS and BMRS, and 1-byte-per-pixel for all
the others. The label solver used by all algorithms is UFPC,
which achieves the best performance on average [31].
Fig. 3 reports bar charts of average execution times on
real world datasets. Because all the compared algorithms
employ a two-scan approach, time measures are divided into
memory allocation/deallocation, first scan and second scan,
for a more fine-grained comparison. Table II, instead, reports
average total times and standard deviations. Some datasets,
such as Tobacco800, contain images with a significant differ-
TABLE I
MEMORY REQUIREMENT OF BRTS AND BMRS, COMPARED TO THAT OF
SPAGHETTI. VALUES ARE EXPRESSED IN BYTES PER PIXEL, SO THE TOTAL
AMOUNT CAN BE OBTAINED MULTIPLYING THE VALUES BY W ×H .
Spaghetti BRTS BMRS
Output Image 4 4 4
Label Solver 1 1 1
Run Metadata - 4 2
Merged Input - - 1/16
Junction Matrix - - 1/16
Total 5 9 7+1/8
ence in resolution, causing high standard deviation in CCL
performance. In all datasets, RBTS is by far the slowest
algorithm; BBDT, PRED, DRAG and Spaghetti have similar
performance, with Spaghetti being always the best of the four;
BRTS and BMRS outperform all the competitors, and BMRS
is always the fastest. In particular, the speedup of BRTS and
BMRS wrt Spaghetti ranges from 1.16 to 1.34 and from 1.18
to 1.60 respectively. The overall improvement is greater on
datasets of small images (Fingerprints and Mirflickr), where
alloc/dealloc has the lowest impact on total execution time.
Comparing the original RBTS algorithm to BRTS, it is clear
that the first scan is the most optimized step, with an average
speedup of 9.3. This huge performance improvement is due
to the introduction of the FFS operation, which is available
as a hardware instruction on 64-bit words on the selected
test system, as long as in most modern CPU ISAs. The
same optimization also make BRTS faster than state-of-the-art
algorithms, which do not employ specific hardware operations
or compiler intrinsics. The other proposal, BMRS, furtherly
optimizes the first scan, approximately halving the amount of
runs to be scanned and processed. Moreover, in spite of using
two more data structures, the total memory needed by BMRS
is actually less than that required by BRTS, allowing a little
alloc/dealloc time saving.
Both the two proposals require more data structures than
state-of-the-art algorithms: the total amount of allocated mem-
ory is, for BRTS, almost twice that of Spaghetti, as can be seen
in Table I. However, the extra memory needed is only equal to
that of the output, and therefore does not represent an issue on
most systems. Moreover, as demonstrated by the experiments,
the impact of these additional allocations on execution time is
minimal.
Another possible downside of the new proposals is their
preferred bitonal input format. This can raise issues when
working with libraries which do not natively support it, such
as OpenCV as of today (release 4.5.2). If the input provided
to BRTS or BMRS is not bitonal, both algorithms must
begin with a conversion. Fig. 4 depicts average execution
times on the Medical dataset in this case: the input is 1-
byte-per-pixel for all the algorithms. As can be observed,
BRTS and BMRS perform worse than current state-of-the-
art. However, the bitonal format is the most memory-efficient
































Fig. 4. Average run-time tests on the Medical dataset. The input image is
1-byte-per-pixel for all the algorithms: times of BRTS and BMRS include
the conversion to 1-bit-per-pixel format. Measured on an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz with Windows 10.0.17134 (64 bit) OS and MSVC
19.15.26730 compiler. All algorithms employ the UFPC label solver.
some computer vision libraries that natively support it. An
example is Leptonica, an open-source image processing library
employed in several projects (e.g. tesseract OCR by Google).
When the input is in bitonal format, BRTS and especially
BMRS are the CCL algorithms of choice.
VI. CONCLUSION
Two new run-based CCL algorithms have been presented,
which employ Find First Set instructions to efficiently retrieve
runs from a bitonal input. Experiments conducted over a
collection of real world datasets demonstrate that both propos-
als outperform the fastest CCL algorithms in literature, thus
representing the new state-of-the-art for connecting compo-
nents labeling on bitonal images. The source code is available
in [32].
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